10th Enrico Marchi Lecture
Parma - July 2, 2019
Conference Center - Aule delle Scienze - University Campus

Program
9:30 - 10:00

Welcome and opening

10:00 - 11:00

Marchi Lecture
Prof. Andrew W. Woods
University of Cambridge (UK)
Multiphase jets and plumes

11:00 - 11:30

Coffee break

11:30 - 12:10

Junior Marchi Lecture
Dr. Corrado Altomare
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (ES)
A meshless approach that mimics reality

12:10 - 12:50

Junior Marchi Lecture
Prof. Giovanni Michele Porta
Politecnico di Milano (IT)
Reactive transport in porous media - the quest for the
(im)possible model

12:50 - 13:20

Best PhD thesis award

13:20 - 13:30

Closing

13:30 - 15:00

Lunch buffet

Parco Area delle Scienze, 43124 Parma - Contacts: phddays.parma@gmail.com

Marchi Lecture Logistic Information
Venue: the Marchi Lecture will take place at the Conference Center of Aule delle Scienze at the Campus of
the University of Parma
Address: Parco Area delle Scienze, 43124, Parma, PR
See also this interactive map
Where to stay: different hotels, B&B and Airbnb options are available throughout the city. We advise to
stay close to downtown and then reach the Campus the day of the event. More information here
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How to reach the Campus
By bus
Take one of the following buses:
Line 7 from Railway station, downtown Parma or other stops (check maps and timetable at this link).
Line 21 from Railway station downtown Parma or other stops (check maps and timetable at this link).
Get off at the first stop inside the Campus, just in front of Aule delle Scienze.
By taxi
You can take a taxi at the Railway station or at the other designated areas within the city or call the
number +39 0521 252562
By car
Follow directions to Langhirano (exit 15 of the Parma ring road, named ‘tangenziale’). Follow the exit with
direction ‘Università’, passing about a cinema and a mall.
The address is Parco Area delle Scienze, 43124 Parma

How to reach Parma
By plane
From the Giuseppe Verdi airport, only 5 km away from the heart of the city, downtown can be easily reached by
taxi, rental cars or by bus n. 6. Unfortunately, only very few flights reach Parma directly.
More likely landing airports are Milan Malpensa, Milan Linate, Milan Orio al Serio (located in Bergamo, hub for
many low-cost airlines) and Bologna Marconi (advised). All these airports provide shuttle bus or train services to
the corresponding central stations in Milan or Bologna.
By train
Train connections to Parma from Bologna Centrale and Milano Centrale are very frequent and run from the very
early morning to around 11 pm. Travel times are between 45 minutes (Trenitalia Frecciabianca trains) and 70
minutes (very cheap regional trains) to/from Bologna and between 55 and 80 minutes to/from Milan. Tickets can
be bought at vending machines, ticket booths inside the stations or on-line. Train time-tables can be found at this
link (regional and high-speed connections by Trenitalia) or at this link (high-speed connections by NTV). Highspeed trains reach Parma (few), Bologna Centrale or Reggio Emilia Mediopadana stations. From Reggio Emilia
Mediopadana high-speed train station, Parma can be reached by the Italobus service (included in the train price if
you have traveled by NTV Italo high-speed train). Be aware that no direct train connections exist between Reggio
Emilia Mediopadana station and Parma station.
Parma railway station is in the northern side of the city, 10 min walk from the city center and at walking distance
(up to 15 minutes) to most hotels.
By car
Parma is located along the motorway A1 Milan-Bologna and along the A15 Parma-La Spezia. Parma has two
motorway exits:
1. exit "Parma" from A1;
2. exit "Parma Ovest", from A15, about 10 Km from the city.
Located at the access points of the town there are the exchange car parks, free and open 24 hours a day. You can
leave your car there and reach the city center by shuttle buses. Indoor toll parking is available closer to the center
of town, as well as outdoor parking along the city streets marked by blue lines: toll parking in the mornings and
afternoons using park meters, free around lunchtime and at night. Prices may vary depending on the location.

